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Smart processes. 
More profi t.
Prinect Business.



Digitization offers the printing industry 
many opportunities. Whoever wants to 
take advantage of these opportunities, 
however, must actively shape the change. 
Prinect Business offers you greater free-
dom than ever before: many processes 
take place completely automatically – and 
thus boost the success of your print shop 
in a smart way. 
› heidelberg.com/en/prinect

On the way to a 
Smart Print Shop.
Prinect Business.



The new Heidelberg philosophy 
Push to Stop is our idea of smart print production. It is 
based on networked processes and intelligent machines 
that organize and work through print jobs independently 
with full autonomy. The operator only has to intervene if 
necessary. You increase the overall effectiveness of your 
machines and can almost double your net productivity. 
Your print shop becomes a Smart Print Shop. 

Save time and money with Prinect
For Push to Stop to become reality, new and improved pro-
cesses are required that provide all the necessary produc-
tion data. Prinect® is the tailored solution for successfully 
implementing this philosophy of the Smart Print Shop 
with Push to Stop. Prinect Business supports you in the 
automation of your commercial processes and your pro-
duction. Prinect Production covers the actual production 
workfl ow – from the prepress modules through offset and 
digital press to postpress. 

A decisive step ahead of the competition
Whether your company is small or large, whether you are 
a commercial or packaging printer: Prinect reduces all 
touchpoints, in other words the process steps and manual 
interventions involved in order acceptance, data transfer, 
or postprocessing, to a minimum. You always have an 
overview – of the workfl ows, the utilization, and the 
economic effi ciency of your print shop – and can react 
directly.
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Prinect Business.  
New opportunities through  
process networking.   

Prinect Business connects. It integrates your business processes, your 
production, your analyses, and your customers into the smart print 
shop workflow. You maximize your margins, fulfill your customers’ 
wishes, and secure the benefits of a digitized world.

The solution for the Smart Print Shop
Prinect Business reshapes the workflows in your print 
shop. To this day, many processes are controlled manually 
with a wide variety of touchpoints. Not so with Prinect 
Business. 

With Prinect Business, you reduce touchpoints. You can 
use your time, your machines, and your material more 
efficiently – with zero defects, with less waste, and with 
reduced warehousing. You save costs and improve your 
throughput and availability. 

Prinect Business uses intelligent processes that generate  
all the data required for automated production. As a 
result, most of the steps can be performed via navigated  
or autonomous control. At the same time the consistency  
and reproducibility increase.

Prinect Business can do even more: it integrates your cus-
tomers, as your most important capital, directly into the 
Smart Print Shop. Whether orders, uploads, changes or 
approvals and status updates: all this takes place very eas-
ily online – anytime and anywhere. You increase your effi-
ciency and at the same time the satisfaction and loyalty of 
your customers. 

With Prinect Business, you continuously optimize your 
productivity and availability. Integrated Business Intelli-
gence functions help to develop your full potential – with 
the aid of intuitively understandable reports for business 
management and production. Thorough analyses forecast 
future defects so that they can be prevented. Data acquisi-
tion and evaluation in real time keep you up to date at all 
times about what is going on.

That is Prinect – Driving the Smart Print Shop.
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It is not only your workflow that is intelligent in the smart print shop, 
but also the customer loyalty that is crucial to your success. Prinect 
Business integrates the customer directly into your workflows.

Stop orders falling through the cracks 
Simple, smart, and online: with Prinect Business, your 
customer can conveniently submit their price inquiries 
online. And immediately get an individual quotation.  
Further steps such as data upload, print approval, or 
online tracking of the delivery integrate your customers 
into the Prinect workflow and increase customer loyalty.

Standardized products become even more attractive 
Prinect Business automatically defines the best way of 
producing the products ordered online. This maximizes 
your economic efficiency and minimizes your throughput 
times. Web-to-print solutions also from other suppliers 
can be integrated without any difficulties. The possibili-
ties for your print shop are unlimited. Take advantage of 
your freedom – in your smart print shop.

Save time, effortlessly
Prinect Business automates the costing process and links  
it closely with production. It is no longer just for price 
determination, but is part of the job preparation – with 
complete predefinition of production. Your workflow is 
optimized and time-consuming touchpoints are reduced. 

Dynamic pricing
When creating an offer, you get a detailed overview of 
your production workload and can dynamically adjust 
your prices. The workflow and costs for a large share of 
the products as well as repeat jobs can be completely  
predefined. They are available with a click – so that your 
field staff can cost jobs quickly and easily too.

Print shop with unlimited possibilities.  
Customer loyalty with Prinect.
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Prinect Business changes your order management. You actually lay the 
foundation for greater economic efficiency during planning, for example 
through automatically generated gang runs.

Plan for success
In which order should your jobs be produced to optimize 
makeready times? For which jobs are the data and cus-
tomer approval available on time? Prinect Business gives 
you the answers. You find the optimal planning order, 
reduce throughput times, and in so doing increase your 
productivity – with significantly fewer touchpoints.

With Prinect Business you identify bottlenecks before 
they occur: if the production planning changes, the 
Prinect workflow automatically also changes the materials 
planning.

Efficiency up, costs down
Prinect Business actually identifies the appropriate gang 
run in the quotation phase in combination with the 
Prinect production workflow. You define the criteria like 
substrate or colors based on which the printing elements 
are placed repeatedly on the printing plate. 

The joint production of various products reduces your 
costs and throughput times and improves your produc-
tivity. You can always make efficient use of the maximum 
format of your press – and increase your sales opportuni-
ties in the long term.

Intelligent planning and control.  
Maximum productivity. 
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Automated processes reduce the steps involved in production and 
testing. You intervene only when necessary. The smart order process-
ing reduces both your workload and the material costs.

At the first click: smart job management
With Prinect Business you can view the current job status 
at any time with one click. You no longer have to individ-
ually complete process steps like job processing and track-
ing, delivery or billing. These are predefined and can be 
called up with minimal effort. From creation through to 
online tracking of the jobs: smart job management signifi-
cantly reduces your workload. For each individual job. 

Greater flexibility, less complexity 
Connect your print shop directly with your customers, 
suppliers, and logistics companies in an intelligent net-
work. This simplifies working with all your print shop’s 
partners and offers decisive time advantages. 

Automate your materials management
Avoid unproductive downtimes. With Prinect Business 
you actually initiate materials and production planning 
during the costing and job preparation stage. The result: 
you always have your material just in time, where you 
need it.

Purchasing is done centrally and automatically consoli-
dates the orders for all jobs. Such forward-looking and 
intelligent processes allow you to optimize your purchas-
ing prices and have full transparency about the materials 
at all times. Material checkpoints ensure reliable avail-
ability: when the stock falls below a minimum level, the 
order is initiated directly. This saves you time and money.

Order and materials management.  
Maximum results.
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In the Smart Print Shop, all processes are documented for the long  
term. The data analysis shows optimization potential, simplifies your  
order management, and ensures meaningful reporting.

Keeping you profitable
Which products are especially successful? Which custom-
ers are profitable to work with? Which price strategy is the 
best? Prinect Business gives you the answers. All informa-
tion is recorded centrally and constantly updated. You are 
up to date, have an eye on all the key performance indi-
cators for controlling your print shop, and can accurately 
estimate your costs. 

All processes are documented for the long term and can  
be reproduced at any time. This means that every job can 
be precisely assessed and costed again as needed – on the 
basis of real production data. 

One-of-a-kind transparency
With Prinect Business you can call up comprehensive 
standard reports for the most important key indicators or 
create your own individual evaluations. You get the results 
automatically. For example reports on incoming jobs and 
delivery reliability for the management. Or detailed evalu-
ations on paper waste, downtimes, and resulting costs for 
the production manager.

Knowing what is happening: using Business Intelligence
Do you use all the information in your workflow? With 
Business Intelligence you can achieve this easily and auto-
matically. Whether administration or production, the 
data from all areas is stored centrally in a database and 
can be called up directly for comprehensive analyses.

Meaningful analyses change decisions
This integrated approach reveals connections – and allows 
you to make better decisions. You simply group your  
analyses and reports in freely configurable dashboards, 
without the need for IT specialists. In this way you find 
out, for example, which industries and products are  
profitable for you. And use this knowledge to position  
your company even more successfully in the market.

An overall view at all times.  
A system that thinks with you.
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Integrate customers

Reduce touchpoints

Increase  
productivity and  
operating time

Reduce paper  
waste and  
warehousing

Optimize  
consistency and  
reproducibility

Business intelligence

Your direct access to the digital 
world of Heidelberg. Simply use 
your smartphone to scan the 
QR code.  
heidelberg.com/dialogue

Want more information? Find out more here!

A brief introduction to Prinect. Play the clip!
 › heidelberg.com/en/prinect_intro

Find out everything you need to know about  
the Smart Print Shop. The whitepaper.
 › heidelberg.com/en/prinect_whitepaper
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The best recommendation.  
Our satisfied customers.

Prinect delivers a fundamental improvement in print shop 
processes. Successful print shop owners report on their  
experiences with Prinect.

“The new Management Information System helped 
us rethink and streamline our established standard 
processes. Looking into the future, the interaction 
between Prinect Business and Prinect Production  
will help us further boost our efficiency. Every new 
Prinect version helps us automate a growing number 
of standard jobs and reduce the manual touchpoints 
in our shop. An additional benefit was increasing  
production security by relying more and more on  
new standard processes.”

“Our old MIS could not handle the growing volume  
of quotes, orders, etc. Besides that we clearly started  
losing money due to flaws in the system because the 
extent of human factor was too big. With the intro- 
duction of Prinect Business, we reached a much higher 
level of integration between different departments. 
The outcome is 75 % less errors in production. But also 
in commercial processes we now manage up to 50 % 
more jobs due to faster calculation, and analysis of our 
customer requests. The response time in this respect 
has been reduced by 50 %.”

Daniel Poppen-Charhouli 
Poppen & Ortmann Druckerei und Verlag KG, 
Germany 

Rait Rebane 
K-Print OÜ, Estonia
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Do get  
in touch.   
And talk to  
Heidelberg.

We hope this brochure has inspired you. Our aim is to make you 
even more successful in the future, so feel free to contact us with 
your questions and suggestions. We’re only ever an e-mail or  
phone call away.

We look forward to hearing from you! 
Whether you’re just curious or have specific things you’d like to ask, 
simply send an e-mail with your questions, requests, or comments to

 › info@heidelberg.com

or use our contact form at

 › heidelberg.com/info

If you prefer to use the phone, your local contact is waiting to hear 
from you. You’ll find the phone number you need on the web page 
for your country.

 › heidelberg.com/contact

Your direct access to the digital world of Heidelberg, 
including our international distributors, newsletter 
registration options, and social media channels. 
Simply use your smartphone to scan the QR code.  
heidelberg.com/dialogue
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www.fsc.org

FSC® C008807

The mark of
responsible

forestry www.heidelberg.com/co2 · ID1000698/100000

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
Kurfuersten-Anlage 52 – 60
69115 Heidelberg
Germany
Phone +49 6221 92-00
Fax +49 6221 92-6999
heidelberg.com
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Liability for contents
The contents of this brochure have been prepared with great 
care. No warranty or liability is accepted for the correctness, 
completeness, or accuracy of the information. There is no 
guarantee that the customer will be able to achieve the values 
and numbers (e.g. relating to the function and performance of 
the machine and the software) specified in the brochure. The 
information provided is based on ideal conditions and proper  
use of the machine and the software. Achieving these values  
and numbers depends on a variety of factors and circumstances 
that are outside the control of Heidelberg (e.g. machine settings, 
technical conditions, ambient conditions, raw materials and 
supplies used, consumables used, standard of care and mainte-
nance of the machine, expertise of the operator, meeting the 
respective system requirements, etc.). They therefore constitute 
neither characteristics of the machine or the software nor a 
guarantee. This brochure does not constitute a contractual offer 
and is solely for the purpose of providing (non-binding) 
information.


